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Abstract
This paper presents the development of a high-performance electric vehicle (EV)
synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM) drive and its vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and vehicle-tomicrogrid (V2M) bidirectional operations. The EV motor drive boostable DC-link voltage is
established by a battery through a bilateral interface boost-buck DC-DC converter for good
driving performance over a wide speed range. The motor efficiency is 92.3% near the rated
load. In idle conditions, the embedded interface converter and inverter of the motor drive
can be arranged to perform the G2V/V2G operations by adding external LC low-pass filters.
The on-board battery can be charged from the mains in G2V mode with good line-drawn
power quality. Alternatively, in V2G mode, the battery can send the preset power back to the
utility grid with good current waveform quality. Besides, the same schematics can also
conduct the M2V/V2M operations. A wind switched-reluctance generator (SRG) based
microgrid is used as a test plant. The EV mobile energy storage application to microgrids is
successfully offered through the arranged controls for effectively utilizing renewable sources.
The measured results verify the normal operations with satisfactory performances for all
power stages and operation cases.
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1. Introduction
Compared to the induction motor and permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), a
synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM) [1, 2] has a simpler rotor structure without permanent
magnets and conductors, which makes it cogging torque-free and suitable for high-speed running.
Hence, SynRM has potential applicability in EV driving [3–5]. However, the SynRM has higher
current and torque ripples, higher core loss, and lower power factor due to the slotted laminated
rotor. Among the main performance issues, proper commutation angle setting is the most crucial
one. Some researchers also emphasize loss minimization control (LMC) [6–11]. Due to the slotted
rotor, SynRM has inherently nonlinear inductance and higher ripple current [12]. Some studies [11,
13, 14] have been focused on advanced current controls, considering the varied motor parameters
and nonlinear behaviors.
As explored earlier [15, 16], the EV drive equipped with a bidirectional interface converter
providing boostable DC-link voltage from the battery can yield better performance. Among the
existing bidirectional converters [17, 18], the one-leg boost-buck converter is the most popular for
EV applications and is adopted here. In the established EV SynRM drive, the speed-dependent
voltage command is set, and the rigid motor drive DC-link voltage with fast command tracking
response is established by the developed control scheme. Excluding the interface converter, an
earlier study [19] proposed optimized thermal management for Li-ion batteries that can avoid
thermal runway leading to an explosion.
As generally recognized, the G2V/V2G operations [20–30] incorporated the EV with the utility
grid to effectively reduce fossil energy utilization. In recent years, G2V/V2G operations are
gradually attracted attention due to the increase in EV usage. A bidirectional on-board charger is
needed to conduct the G2V/V2G operations. In the established EV drive, through proper
arrangement and control, the embedded SynRM drive inverter can normally operate as a switchmode rectifier (SMR) based charger in G2V mode and operate as a PWM inverter to conduct V2G
discharging operations in both three-phase and single-phase conditions.
The incorporated operation of EV to microgrid with renewable sources can more effectively
reduce fossil energy consumption and carbon-dioxide emission [26, 31–37]. The details on the
effective utilization of renewable energies to EV charging can be referred elsewhere [33–35]. In
the developed EV drive, the M2V/V2M bidirectional operations can also be conductible through
the original schematics and the arranged controls. A prototype wind SRG based DC microgrid is
used as the test plant for verification.
This paper presents EV SynRM drives with V2G/G2V and V2M/M2V operation controls. The
power circuits and control schemes are aptly designed for the developed EV drive in both driving
and idle operation modes. Besides, the measured results verify all operation performances,
including the EV driving characteristics and the bidirectional EV interconnected operations to grid
and microgrid.
2. System Configuration
In general, using renewable sources can reduce fossil energy consumption and consequently
carbon dioxide emission. Microgrid and electric vehicles are the two example applications of
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renewable sources. Combining microgrids, electric vehicles, and the energy storage system can
more effectively reduce fossil energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission. Figure 1 shows
the conceptual configuration of a DC microgrid incorporated with an electrical vehicle (EV),
traditional grid, and specific battery energy storage system (BESS). All sources and energy storage
devices are interfaced to the common DC bus through proper DC/DC or AC/DC converters.
Typically, the bidirectional converters are employed in storage devices for conducting
discharging/charging operations. The DC microgrid is connected to the utility grid using a
bidirectional inverter through a proper synchronization process and control, which can perform
the bidirectional microgrid-to-grid (M2G) and grid-to-microgrid (G2M) operations. With the
electric vehicles with suitable interface converters, the grid-to-vehicle (G2V)/vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
and microgrid-to-vehicle (M2V)/vehicle-to-microgrid (V2M) can also be conductible.

Figure 1 Conceptual configuration of microgrid incorporated with EV, grid, home, and
BESS.
Figure 2 shows the configuration for the developed EV SynRM drive with bidirectional V2G/G2V
and V2M/M2V functions. Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict the detailed schematics under three-phase
and single-phase grid-connected cases. The motor drive contains a battery bank, a one-leg
bidirectional boost-buck interface converter, an inverter-fed SynRM drive, a dynamic brake leg, a
flywheel, and a load permanent-magnet synchronous generator. For enhancing the SynRM drive
efficiencies over a wide speed range, a varied and boosted speed-dependent DC-link voltage is
established from the battery through the bidirectional interface converter. Figure 5 and Figure 6
depict the control schemes of the SynRM drive and the battery interface converter in the driving
mode.
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Figure 2 System configuration of the established EV SynRM drive with bidirectional
V2G/G2V and V2M/M2V functions.

Figure 3 Schematic of the established EV SynRM drives with bidirectional V2G/G2V and
V2M/M2V functions.
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Figure 4 Schematics of the established EV SynRM drive with bidirectional V2G/G2V
functions to single-phase grid: (a) using external inductor; (b) using integrated inductor
of armature winding.

Figure 5 Control scheme of the established EV SynRM drive in driving mode.

Figure 6 Outer-loop control schemes of the EV SynRM drive and the interface converter.
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The external LC low-pass filters are added to achieve the G2V/V2G operations under idle mode.
Figure 7(a) and (b) show the control schemes of these two modes. In V2M operation, the
microgrid battery or inverter-fed home appliances can be supported by energy from the EV.
Conversely, in M2V mode, the EV battery auxiliary charging can be done through the microgrid.
Moreover, the M2G/G2M is also applied through the same schematics. The control scheme of the
EV battery interface converter is identical to Figure 7(b), while the microgrid-related power circuits
and control schemes are presented later in Sec. 7.

Figure 7 Control schemes of the established G2V/V2G functions in idle mode: (a) SMR;
(b) one-leg interface converter.
3. EV Synchronous Reluctance Motor Drive
3.1 System Components
A brief summary of the components of the established SynRM drive is as follows:
(1) SynRM: Three-phase, 4-pole, 3.7 kW, 2000rpm.
(2) SynRM PWM inverter: Constructed using three single-leg IGBT modules FF50R12RT4.
(3) Position sensing devices: Incremental encoder (A, B, Z) (2500 pulses/rev) and three-phase
Hall sensors.
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(4) Load SPMSG: Three-phase, 8-pole, 5 kW, 2000rpm.
(5) Flywheel: = 0.048355 kg ⋅ m2 .
(6) Dynamic brake: The brake resistance is
= 30Ω/1000W. The voltage command of 570V is
set, and the bang-bang control with a hysteresis band of h =3V is made.
3.2 Governing Equations
The voltage equations of a SynRM in rotor reference frame can be derived as [2]:
=

=

=
=

+

+

+
+

+

=

+

=
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≡

≡−
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Here Ld (Lq) is d-(q-) axis armature inductance, Lmd (Lmq) is d-(q-) axis magnetizing inductance, and
ed (eq) is the coupled d-(q-) axis back-EMF.
3.3 Equivalent Circuits
Figure 8 shows the d-and q-axis equivalent circuits considering iron loss (represented by Rc) [6,
+ ,
=
+ ) and the torque
11], which also depicts the terminal currents ( =
currents ( ,
).

Figure 8 Equivalent circuits and phasors of SynRM.
The developed torque can be expressed using
=

3
4

−

=

and

as,

+

+

# 5

Here P is the number of poles, TL is the load torque, B is the total damping coefficient, and J is the
total inertia constant.
By defining

≡ sin ), and neglecting core loss, the commutation
≡ ∠ ( ≡ cos ,
angle determined according to
and
is ≡ 1 = 45° . However, the commutation angle β
for yielding better performance will increase from 1 = 45° [11].
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As explored theoretically and experimentally, the major SynRM parameters affecting the
proper commutation angle setting, sequentially, are Rc, Ld, and Lq. The detailed estimation process
for yielding the employed motor key parameters can be referred to in an earlier study [11]. The
results are summarized below.
3.3.1 Winding Resistance
= 0.47Ω using DC test.

3.3.2 D-and q-Axis Winding Inductances
The AC excitation method at 66.67Hz is applied at the directed d-axis and q-axis positions to
measure the inductances under various current levels. The fitted incremental Ld and Lq are enlisted
below:

Here
And,

1

= -0.004 and

2

= 0.0886.
=

1

= -0.0096 and

2

0.0766 H ,
≤ 3A
# 6
+ 2 H ,
> 3A
1

=

0.0334 H ,

≤ 0.6A

+ 2 (H), 0.6A <
≤ 6A # 7
> 6A
0.0113(H),

1

= 0.0285.

3.3.3 Core Loss Resistance

The measured core resistances are fitted with speed

3.4 Commutation Scheme

=

1

+

2

Ω ,

1

(in rpm) as,

= 0.0255,

2

= 34.719# 8

From Figure 7, the total loss Pt, including copper loss Pcu and core loss Pc, can be determined.
Besides, the commutation angle βo for minimizing Pt can be derived [6, 11].
= tan−1

2 2

2 2

+
+

+
+

2

2#

9

The fitted ( , , ) in equations (6) to (8) are used to determine the βo angle online. The
derivation of the q-and d-axis current commands for vector control can be obtained through the
online determined angle βo.
3.5 Dynamic Control Scheme
3.5.1 Current Control Scheme
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Figure 5 shows the developed control scheme. The designed constituted controllers are listed
below.
Feedback and Feedforward Controllers. The PI feedback controller is designed in the q-axis and
is also suited for the d-axis controller. The designed controller considering the effect of slotting
harmonics is based on an earlier study [11]:
=

= 5 + 50/ # 10

Based on (1) and (2), the feedback control signals ∗ and ∗ are augmented with the observed
back-EMF feedforward control signals ∗ and ∗ to yield the PWM control signals:
∗

∗

=

=

∗
∗

+

+

∗
∗

,

,

∗
∗

=

=−

'

=

=−

# 11

'

# 12

Current Robust Error Cancellation Controller. To automatically enhance the current-tracking
control performance and the robustness against the slotting effects, a current robust error
cancellation controller (CRECC), as shown in Figure 5, is added. For instance, taking the q-axis
current control scheme, a compensating current command ∗ is added to the original command
∗
to yield the modified ∗ 1 . The robust weighting factor is as per an earlier study [11]:
=

1+

,0≤

< 1# 13

= 0.8 and
= 0.00318s are as per the compromised considerations in control
Here
performance and the ripple effects.
3.5.2 Speed Control Scheme
The right part of Figure 6 depicts the proposed robust speed model following the control
scheme. It consists of a PI feedback controller, a robust speed observed disturbance feedforward
controller (RSDFC), and a linear model following controller (LMFC). The designed controllers are
enlisted below.
Feedback Controller. The basic PI controller is designed quantitatively at the chosen operating
( )=
point ( ' = 1900rpm, = 33.9Ω) for the desired speed tracking response defined by
2.647/( + 2.627) as,
=

+

= 2.5733 +

1.1354

# 14

RSDFC and LMFC. In the proposed RSDFC shown in Figure 6, an inverse nominal plant model
( ) = −1 ( ) is used to obtain the observed disturbance . The weighted current command
yields the compensation control for the varied plant to preserve the desired tracking response as
far as possible. As per the compromised considerations, the robust control weighting function
( )=
/(1 + ) = 0.5/(1 + 0.001 ) is set.
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With the changing operating condition and system parameters, the model tracking error
=
' will exist under the imperfect control of RSDFC. To minimize the tracking error, the
−
simple LMFC is applied. The reference model is set as
( )=
( ) . A compensated speed
∗
command
( = 5 is set here) is generated to yield the closer speed model following
=
response.
Effectiveness
Verification.
Let
the
operating
point
be
changed
to
'
= 1900rpm,
= 16.67Ω ). Figure 9 presents the plots of measured
(
and
by various
controllers. The normal operations can also yield results.
'

Figure 9 Measured ' and
of the developed SynRM drive due to a step speed
∗
= 550V, ' = 1900rpm,
= 16.67Ω).
command change (Δ = 100rpm) at (

= 25Ω →
Figure 10 shows the measured ' and as per the step load resistance change
'
16.67Ω at (
= 550V,
= 2000rpm,
= 25Ω). A significant improvement in load regulation
response by the proposed RSDFC and LMFC can be observed.

Figure 10 Measured ' and
of the developed SynRM drive due to a step load
= 25Ω → 16.67Ω at (
= 550V, ' = 2000rpm,
= 25Ω).
resistance change
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4. Battery Interface Converter
4.1 Power Circuit
The system ratings and circuit components are:
= 160V, 18Ah, (LiFePo4) and DC-link voltage:
= 550V.
(1) Rated voltages: battery:
=
= 3.75 kW, = = 23.44A.
(2) Power rating:
(3) Switching frequency: = 30 kHz.
(4) Energy storage inductor: = 1.5 mH, the current ripples in both modes are identical to,
=

160 × 0.7091
= 2.521A=0.108
1.5 × 10−3 × 30 × 103

= 1000 µF/500V,
(5) Voltage filtering capacitors:
(6) Power device: IGBT FF50R12RT4 (Infineon).

= 1100 µF/800V.

4.2 Control Scheme
As the battery interface converter mostly operates under boost mode for discharging, the
designs of all controllers are conducted in this mode. Besides, it is also suitable for the buck
converter mode. The design controllers are summarized below.
4.2.1 Current Controller
The current feedback controller is chosen to be PI type with,
10
=
+
=3+
# 15

4.2.2 Voltage Control Scheme

After having a well-controlled current loop, ' ≈ ∗ is assumed. Thus, the voltage-loop dynamic
behavior is represented by the control block depicted in the left part of Figure 6. The controller
design methodologies include: (i) The feedback controller is quantitatively designed to meet the
given regulation control specifications; (ii) The desired voltage tracking response, defined by a
reference mode, is achieved by the voltage feedforward controller (VFFC) and the voltage robust
error cancellation controller (VRECC). Besides, the regulation response can be further improved by
the VRECC.
Voltage Feedback Controller (VFBC).
=

+

= 1.0556 +

15.69

# 16

VFFC and VRECC. According to the performance achievable by the designed converter, the desired
voltage tracking response is defined by a reference model
to generate the voltage
∗
reference response
.
=

+

=

66.67
# 17
+ 66.67
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The VFFC is set as the inverse plant model using the estimated nominal model parameters (
and ):
=

1

1+

= 11.3477, = 19444.15,

+

# 18

= 0.0000746# 19

Here the pure differentiator s is replaced by a low-pass filter based alternative /(1 +
= 5 × 10−5 to solve its practical unrealizable problem.

) with

The robust weighting function is set as,
=

1+

,0≤

< 1# 20

= 0.8 and = 3.18 × 10−5 are selected here.
As per the compromised considerations,
= 500V,
= 100Ω), Figure 11 shows the measured ' and
Let the operating point be (
∗
of the boost converter due to a step voltage command change 500V to 550V by various
controllers. The effectiveness of VFFC and the VRECC in tracking response improvements can be
observed.

Figure 11 Measured ' and ∗ of the boost converter due to a step voltage command
= 500 ,
= 100Ω) by various controllers.
change 500V to 550V at (

= 500V,
= 100Ω) , Figure 12 shows the measured ' and ∗
Under the varied case (
= 100Ω → 93.75Ω by various controllers. The results
due to a step load resistance change of
also demonstrate enhanced regulation responses in ' . The fast-tracking and regulation of DClink voltage responses can enhance the EV SynRM driving performance.
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Figure 12 Measured ' and ∗ of the boost converter due to a step load resistance
= 100Ω → 93.75Ω at (
= 500V,
= 100Ω) by various controllers.
change

5. Whole EV SynRM Drive Performance Evaluation
5.1 DC-link Voltage Setting

Generally, the EV is not operated at high speed in urban areas. Hence, for the battery-powered
motor drive with DC/DC interface converter, the boosted DC-link voltage can vary with speed to
reduce the total losses of the inverter-fed motor over a wide speed range. The proposed DC-link
voltage versus speed profile is as follows:
∗

Here 0 ≤

∗

≤ 2000rpm.

= 160 +

550–160
2000

∗

( )# 21

5.2 Efficiency Assessment

The M-G set back-to-back approach is adopted here for making the test. For the load generator
possessing nearly identical efficiency to the tested SynRM, the motor efficiency is estimated by
assuming,
≡

,

≡

/

# 22

Usually, the SPMSG is used, as the complicated commutation setting is non-essential for suitable
generating capability. It is roughly reasonable for the high efficiencies of both the studied SynRM
= 16.67Ω, under the cases of varied
and the adopted load SPMSG. At four speeds and
and
= , the steady-state characteristics of the established EV SynRM drive are measured.
For verifying the correctness of the proposed commutation approach, the efficiencies of
= 550V, = 16.67Ω), near
and
, manually set commutation angles at ( = 2000rpm,
= 0.9243 at = 62.5° is obtained,
rated load, are also measured. The maximum efficiency of
= 0.923 by the developed ACS with = , as indicated in Figure
which is closer to the one of
13.
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Figure 13 Measured efficiencies
and

=

at

and

= 16.67Ω.

≡

under various speeds for varied

5.3 Energy Consumption Characteristics
Figure 14 shows the measured ( ∗ , ' ), ( ∗ , ' ), , , ,
drive due to the ECE15 speed command pattern at ( = ,
= 160V to 550V.
voltage from

Figure 14 Measured (( ∗ , ' ),( ∗ , ' ), , ,
speed pattern defined by ECE15 at ( = ,
from 160V to 550V (0 to 2000 rpm).

) for the established EV SynRM
= 16.67Ω ) with varied DC-link

, ) of the EV SynRM drive due to the
= 16.67Ω) with varied DC-link voltage

≡∫
=
Figure 15 compares the corresponding consumed battery energies
curves at
16.67Ω under four cases (fixed
= 550V, = 45°, fixed
= 550V, = , varied
, =
45° , and varied
, = ). The results demonstrate normal speed tracking characteristics and
reduced battery energy consumption by the developed commutation and the variable DC-link
voltage approaches, as depicted in Figures 14 and 15.
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Figure 15 Measured
, =
and varied

1

= 16.67Ω with fixed
= 550V
of the EV SynRM drive at
= 45° and =
due to the speed pattern defined by ECE15.

6. EV Grid-Connected Operations
6.1 Three-Phase SMR

For grid-connected operations, the EV SynRM drive is operated in idle mode by placing the
switch SW in Figure 3 at position “2”. The existing three-phase inverter is operated as a bilateral
SMR with the addition of external LC low-pass filters.
6.1.1 Power Circuit
The specifications and the designed system parameters of the established three-phase SMR are
= 220V/60Hz ;
= 550V ; (2) PWM switching frequency:
= 20 kHz ; (3)
as follows: (1)
=
=
= 2.75 mH (at 20 kHz); (4) Output filtering capacitor:
Energy storage inductors:
= 1100 µF/800V.
6.1.2 Control Scheme

The designed PI controllers are as follows:
Current Controller.
Voltage Controller.
PLL Controller.

( ) = 2.5 + 500/ .

( ) = 3.255 + 9.759/ .

( ) = 20 + 80000/ .

6.1.3 Grid-to-Vehicle Charging Operation

In G2V operation, the DC-link voltage is established from the utility grid through the threephase inverter operated as an SMR. The DC/DC interface converter is operated in charging mode
by positioning the switch in Figure 7(b) as SWB → Ⓑ . The battery voltage command is at ∗ =
170V, and the battery charging current limit is 5A. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show the measured
( , , ) and ( , ) of phase-A. The results demonstrate that the normal battery charging
operation with good line-drawn power quality.
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Figure 16 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under G2V battery charging
operation using three-phase SMR: (a) ( , , ); (b) ( , ).

6.1.4 Vehicle-to-Grid Discharging Operation

In V2G operation, the one-leg DC/DC converter is operated in discharging mode by positioning
SWB at Ⓐ, and the power command ∗ is set under power mode by positioning SWA to “2”. The
current command is given by the current command generator using the set power command ∗
and the sensed battery voltage. Figure 17 shows the measured results at ∗ = 3000W. Successful
V2G operation can be seen from the reverse phase of concerning .

Figure 17 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under V2G discharging operation
using a three-phase inverter with ∗ = 3 kW: (a) ( , , ); (b) ( , ).

6.2 Single-Phase SMR with External Inductor
6.2.1 Power Circuit

As shown in Figures 3 and 4(a), the single-phase H-bridge converter is constructed from the
) . The grid input source is AC
three-phase inverter with two legs ( , , 1 , 4 , 3 , 6 ,
220V/60Hz. Figure 18 shows the control scheme of this SMR. Besides, the control scheme of the
one-leg boost buck interface converter is identical to Figure 7(b).
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Figure 18 Control scheme of the single-phase H-bridge SMR.
= 220V/60Hz ; (2)
The specifications and system variables of the designed SMR are: (1)
= 550V,
= 1.5 kW ; (3) Output filtering inductor =
+
= 5.5 mH ; (4) Output
= 3.3 µF/400V; (5)
= 1100 µF/800V.
filtering capacitor:
6.2.2 Control Scheme

The chosen controllers are as follows:
Current Feedback and Robust Controllers.

Voltage Controller.

=

=3+
1+
=

6.2.3 Grid-to-Vehicle Charging Operation

2

=

1600
# 23
+ 80 + 3772

0.6
# 24
1 + 5.31 × 10−5

+

=1+

50

# 25

The constant current charging command is limited to 3A. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show the
measured ( , ), ( ∗ , ' ) of the SMR, and ( , , ) of the one-leg converter-based charger
and normal G2V charging operation can also be observed.
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Figure 19 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under G2V charging operation with
single-phase SMR: (a) ( , ), ( ∗ , ' ); (b) ( , , ).

6.2.4 Vehicle-to-Grid Discharging Operation

Figures 20(a) and 20(b) depicts the measured (( , ), ( ∗ , ' )) of the SMR and ( , , )
of the one-leg converter by setting ∗ = 1.5 kW. The successful V2G operation is apparent from
the results.

Figure 20 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under V2G discharging operation
with single-phase SMR: (a) ( , ), ( ∗ , ' ); (b) ( , , ).

6.3 Single-phase SMR with Integrated Inductor
6.3.1 Power Circuit

Figure 4(b) depicts the developed EV SynRM drive in single-phase G2V/V2G modes using an
integrated inductor. The two serially connected armature windings serve as the energy storage
inductor for the SMR and the output filtering inductor for the inverter. Figure 21 shows the
measured inductance profiles
using LCR meter at two frequencies. The maximum inductance
=
directed under the d-axis at 20 kHz is
,max = 42.97mH higher than the externally added
+
= 5.5mH. In actual operation, the rotor of SynRM is naturally locked at this position with
= 42.97mH.
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Figure 21 Measured inductance profiles
frequencies.

of the employed SynRM at two

6.3.2 Control Scheme
The control scheme is the same as Figure 18. As the adopted laminated winding inductor has
different characteristics than the ferrite core inductor, the PR current feedback controller is
slightly modified as,
=8+

6.3.3 Grid-to-Vehicle Charging Operation

2

1600
# 26
+ 80 + 3772

Under the constant current charging command of 3A, ( ( , ), ( ∗ , ' ) ) of the SMR and
( , , ) of the one-leg converter are measured (Figures 22(a) and 22(b)). The results
demonstrate normal operation.

Figure 22 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under G2V charging operation with
single-phase SMR using integrated inductor of armature windings:
(a) ( , ), ( ∗ , ' ); (b) ( , , ).

6.3.4 Vehicle-to-grid Discharging Operation

Figures 23(a) and 23(b) show plots of the measured ( ( , ), ( ∗ , ' )) of the SMR using an
integrated inductor and ( , , ) of the one-leg converter by setting the power command ∗ =
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1.5kW. The results indicate the successful V2G operation, confirmed by the 180 phase difference
between
and .

Figure 23 Measured results of the EV SynRM drive under V2G discharging operation
, ,
with single-phase SMR using integrated inductor of armature windings: (a)
∗
'
( , ); (b) ( , , ).

Comparing Figure 22 to Figure 19 and Figure 23 to Figure 20 reveals that the resulted current
waveforms using integrated inductors are less distorted than the externally added ones. The
quantitative comparisons of power qualities and efficiencies of the single-phase G2V/V2G
operations using the SMRs with two types of inductors are as follows:
G2V comparison
Parameters Externally added inductors Integrated inductors
THDi

5.98%

3.08%

PF

0.9843

0.9909

=

76.88%

78.34%
V2G comparison

Parameters Externally added inductors Integrated inductors
THDi

5.28%

4.01%

PF

0.9917

0.9927

=

83.91%

80.49%

The results demonstrate that using armature winding laminated core inductor yields slightly better
performance in current THD and power factor, but the efficiencies are slightly low.
7. EV and Microgrid Interconnected Operations
As shown in Figure 3, the bidirectional M2V/V2M operations can be performed by connecting
the DC-link of EV to the microgrid DC-bus. Figure 24(a) shows the studied wind SRG based DC
microgrid. The asymmetric bridge converter is applied to the SRG for the best control flexibility.
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The SRG control scheme considering proper commutation shift can be referred to in an earlier
study [35]. Table 1 enlists some main parameters of the redesigned wind SRG based DC microgrid.
Table 1 Some key parameters of the established wind SRG based DC microgrid.
SRG and interface converter
Parameters
Rated speed
Rated power
Rated voltage
Mechanic
Energy storage inductor 1
Filtering capacitor
DC-bus capacitor
2
Switching frequency
Battery energy storage system
Parameters
Rated voltage and capacity
Energy storage inductor 2
Filtering capacitor 2
Switching frequency

Values
6000rpm
2.3 kW
48V
4-phase, 8/6 teeth
862.7 µF
51700 µF/100V
2200 µF/450V
30 kHz
Values
48V (12V×4, 36Ah)
308.507 µH
2200 µF/450V
30 kHz

The control schemes of the interface converters of the SRG and the battery energy storage
system are shown in Figure 24(b). Power-sharing can avoid a shortage of wind power. As per the
speed-dependent back-EMF of the employed SRG, the generated voltage commands are set as
6000rpm >> 48V; 5000rpm >> 42V and 4000rpm >> 36V.
For the load 1P3W inverter, the outer legs produce the 220V/60Hz line-to-line voltage, while
the central leg balances the two phase-to-neutral 110V/60Hz voltages. The output filters are
designed as
= 10μF , 1 = 2.048mH/60Hz, 2 = 2.093mH/60Hz, 3 = 2.102mH/60Hz.
The low-pass cut-off frequency for

is

=

2

0.5

1

1+

3

= 1104.87Hz . For the test loads,

the incandescent lamps of
=
= 115 /100W,
= 220 /100W are used. For the control
scheme shown in Figure 24(c), the proportional-resonant (PR) controllers are applied to both
voltage and current loops for yielding better sine-wave tracking control.
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Figure 24 The established wind SRG based microgrid: (a) Power circuit; (b) Control
schemes of SRG and battery interface converters; (c) Control scheme of 1P3W load
inverter.
7.1 Microgrid-to-vehicle Operation
7.1.1 Sufficient Wind Power
Assuming adequate wind power and the wind SRG between 6000 rpm and 5000 rpm, Figures
25(a) and 25(b) show the measured results under M2V operation at the preset constant EV
battery charging ∗ =− 3A. Figures 26(a) and 26(b) shows the measured steady-state waveforms,
where normal operations of all constituted power stages are observed. The SRG output voltages
= 48V and 42V, while the well-regulated common DCare quickly and stably regulated at set
bus voltage
2 = 400V is established through the interface converter. The smooth EV battery
charging can also be observed.
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Figure 25 M2V operation under constant EV battery charging
wind power: (a) SRG key waveforms; (b) EV battery.

∗

=− 3

with enough

Figure 26 Steady-state waveforms corresponding to Figure 25 at 6000 rpm: (a)
( , 2 , 1 , 1 ); (b) Magnified 1 ; (c) ( , )

7.1.2 Insufficient Wind Power

A current limit of 13A is set to the SRG interface converter to emulate the occasion of
insufficient wind power, as shown in Figure 24(b). As the wind speed is reduced with less
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generated power to let the current command reach the preset limit, the remaining load power will
automatically be supported by the battery energy storage system.
Figures 27(a) to 27(c) show the measured results of M2V operation considering insufficient
wind power. The load is arranged to be the EV battery under constant current charging with ∗ =−
3A . The wind SRG driven speeds are set as 6000 rpm >> 5000 rpm >> 4000 rpm. As the speed
changes from 5000 rpm to 4000 rpm, the current command reaches the current limit. Henceforth,
the battery energy storage system starts to support the remaining demand. Figures 25 and 27
demonstrate that M2V operation can be successfully conducted by the established DC microgrid
and EV SynRM drive.

Figure 27 Measured results of M2V operation with EV battery constant current
charging ( ∗ =− 3 ) considering insufficient wind power: (a) SRG key waveforms; (b)
Battery energy storage system; (c) EV battery.
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7.2 Vehicle-to-Microgrid Operation
In V2M discharging operation, the microgrid DC link voltage
2 = 400V is established by the
EV battery. Figures 28(a) to 28(c) present plots for the measured ( , 2 , ) of EV SynRM drive,
,
, ) and (
, ) of microgrid 1P3W inverter, under the arranged test loads. The results
(
illustrate the output line-to-line and balanced phase-to-neutral voltages with good waveform
quality.

Figure 28 Measured results V2M operation: (a) (
(
,
, ) of microgrid 1P3W inverter; (c) ( ,

,

) of EV SynRM drive; (b)
) of microgrid 1P3W inverter.
2,

8. Conclusions

This study has developed an EV SynRM drive and the G2V/V2G and M2V/V2M operations. First,
the SynRM drive is established. The highly efficient operating performance is achieved by the
adaptive commutation angle with loss minimization and robust current control considering
slotting effects. Later, the proper designs for the coordinated outer motor drive speed loop and
battery-interface converter voltage loop are made. The proposed speed varied DC-link voltage
yields improved motor efficiency and battery energy consumption over a wide speed range. The
measured results showed that the SynRM efficiency reaches 92.3% near the rated load.
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In the idle mode, the EV drive three-phase inverter is arranged to be a bidirectional SMR.
Further, in G2V mode, the on-board battery is charged from the utility grid with good line-drawn
power quality. Conversely, in V2G mode, the power is sent back to the utility grid with good line
current waveform quality. In single-phase cases, the integrated inductor using armature windings
is also conducted and comparatively evaluated.
For M2V/V2M operations, the EV drive is interfaced to a wind SRG based DC microgrid. The
measured results of M2V operation show superior EV on-board battery charging characteristics. In
V2M mode, the EV battery can power the microgrid home appliances with well-regulated
220V/110V 60Hz AC voltages and good waveform qualities. The measured results verify the
normal operations and satisfactory performances for all the established power stages under
various operation cases.
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